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A two-phase hypereutectic aluminum silicon alloy was investigated at the microscale using non-destructive
X-ray microscopy. Phase contrast imaging technique discerns silicon particles within the aluminum matrix.
Quantitative data analysis enables a full three-dimensional analysis of the void and particle distribution.

Introduction
Contemporary high performance structural materials are

can be controlled through the number of stir processing

characterized by their mechanical properties, particularly

passes.(2,3) The efficacy of FSP is classically determined by

the strength, ductility, toughness, corrosion resistance, and

observing the microstructure using optical or scanning

machinability required for fabricating devices. However,

electron microscopy (SEM) stereological techniques where

improving one property often occurs at the expense of other

the particulates can be analyzed for shape, size and

desirable properties. Hypereutectic Al-Si alloy is an attractive

distribution. However, images acquired using both these

class of engineering material that finds application in many

2D imaging techniques do not fully represent the material

critical electronic and defense purposes because of its

since the sub-surface information of the material is not

low coefficient of thermal expansion (CTE), high electrical

revealed. 3D X-ray microscopy enables the non-destructive

conductivity, and light weight as compared to other estab-

investigation of a material in three dimensions; revealing

lished alloys. The common problems in these alloys are

the internal microstructure and discerning features such as

inherent brittleness, low formability, and catastrophic failure

voids, cracks and differences in density of the bulk material.

due to the presence of a coarse primary silicon phase and
increasing so with the increase in silicon content. In the

Owing to its non-destructive nature, samples used in 3D

present work, a novel approach of friction stir processing

X-ray microscopic investigations can further be subjected

(FSP), a variant of severe plastic deformation process, is used

to more than one imaging modality such as SEM, Electron

for microstructural refinement.(1) The undesirable coarse pri-

Back Scattered Diffraction (EBSD), Energy Dispersive X-ray

mary silicon particles (~200 µm) in an Al-30Si cast alloy were

Spectroscopy (EDS) etc., to obtain additional information,

refined to very small primary silicon particles (~3 µm) via FSP.

for e.g., the elemental composition or the crystal structure.

Also through FSP the particle orientation can be altered

In this present study, results obtained on a FSP specimen

such that the preferred directions of the particulates is ran-

using X-ray microscopy are presented to demonstrate

domized. The degree to which the modification is achieved

the capabilities of the technique.
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Friction Stir Processing
Friction-stir processing (FSP) is a solid-state process
(localized melting) that uses a third body tool to join

Tool rotation & downward
force application

or process materials through intense, localized plastic
deformation. The confined plastic deformation is generated
by utilizing a non-consumable rotary tool that is forced
downward into the workpiece, which forms a localized
heat zone due to friction as shown in Figure 1. The contin-

FSP tool
Thermo-plastic zone

uous rotation of the tool in contact with the “soft” heated
zone causes localized stirring of the material, creating a
microstructure with finer grains, or in case of the Al-30Si

Tool traverse direction

leading to the size reduction and homogeneous dispersion

FSP zone

Workpiece

of Si particles in the matrix. FSP is primarily used on aluminum,
most often on extruded aluminum (non-heat treatable alloys)
and titanium alloys, and is a promising technology for the
automotive and aerospace industries where new materials
need to be developed to improve resistance to wear,
creep, and fatigue.
Non-destructive 3D X-ray Imaging

Figure 1: Schematic of FSP operation shows a workpiece being subject to
FSP wherein the tool is pushed into the workpiece as it rotates generating
enormous localized heating from friction. The rotational forces and local
heating lead to microstructure modification from friction and intense
plastic deformation.

A 5 mm pillar with a 1 mm x 1 mm cross section was
prepared by milling out a bulk section of FSP Al-30Si sample
(Figure 2) using a conventional mechanical mill. The pillar
was extracted from the interface region of the stir zone such
that regions of both the unaltered cast alloy and the refined
Si from FSP were included in the region being imaged. No
further specimen preparation was required.

Coarse grained Si particles
region Al-30Si

Cast Alloy

FSPed Alloy

10 mm

Fine grained Si particles
region Al-30Si

500 µm

Figure 2: a) Picture of the sample before milling to final dimensions of 1 mm x 1mm. The white square highlights the region from which sample was extracted.
(b) Scanning Electron Micrograph (SEM) showing microstructure of the Al-30Si sample obtained from a dog-bone specimen prepared along the FSP interface.
c) Prepared sample mounted in a pin-vice for X-ray imaging.
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Figure 3: a) Schematic of the X-ray imaging setup in ZEISS Xradia 520 Versa shows the arrangement of the source, sample and detector system.
The detector assembly consists of multiple magnification objectives that can be switched to achieve the desired resolution. b) Comparison images show the
different contrasts achievable using absorption and phase contrast. The schematic shows an X-ray wavefront interacting at a material interface leading
to the emergence of the Fresnel fringes. The amplitude of these fringes intensifies as the detector is moved away from the sample.

The sample was mounted in a standard pin vice and

was engaged by moving the source and detector

imaged non-destructively in 3D using an X-ray microscope

far from the sample. PPC works on the principle of

(ZEISS Xradia 520 Versa). As seen in Figure 2a, the processed

refraction of X-rays at the interfaces of different phases

region of the sample showed significant reduction in the

(for example, crack-material or material-inclusion interfaces)

silicon particles in comparison to the bulk cast alloy.

within a given material. As the X-rays pass through the
sample, the interaction with the different phases of

Characteristically the X-ray attenuation contrast between

the material causes a distortion in the X-ray wavefront

aluminum and silicon is extremely low due to the small

proportional to the phase-shift imposed by the refractive

difference in atomic weight. Furthermore, as the particles

indices of the material constituents. The propagating

size is reduced in size the contrast reduces significantly.

distorted X-ray wavefront generates Fresnel diffraction

Using the microscope’s resolution-at-a-distance (RaaD)

fringes in the images collected on the detector (Figure 3b).

feature facilitated by the optical components (Figures 3a

The amplitude of these fringes is magnified at a distance

and 3b), the propagation phase contrast (PPC) mode

farther away.
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The Al-30Si sample was imaged in both absorption and

morphological operations, the data was segmented into the

phase contrast mode at a 3D spatial resolution of 1.35 µm/

base aluminum material, silicon particles, and voids using the

voxel. Reconstructed data using absorption contrast alone

visualization and image processing package Dragonfly Pro

was able to clearly resolve silicon particles > 10 µm in the

v2.0 (Object Research Systems Inc, Montreal Canada).

bulk alloy; however, very few small particles (< 10 µm)
exhibited sufficient absorption contrast to be discerned in

After the segmentation step, the binarized images were

the FSP side of the sample. Imaging the same region of the

loaded into the particle analyzer module of Dragonfly soft-

same sample using the PPC mode showed that the 2-3 µm

ware to derive quantitative information such as total volume

particles were easily resolved along with a higher edge

and size distribution of the silicon particles and voids (Figure 5).

contrast around voids and larger Si particles. A comparison

The software also enables grouping and fragmented analysis

of the reconstructed slices obtained using the two contrast

of the image data. For example, the silicon particleswere

mechanisms is shown in Figures 3c and 4. The 3D image

grouped based on size and histograms were derived for

stack from the phase contrast tomography was used to

the two groups which fell on either side of the FSP interface

determine the quantitative information of the silicon

(Figure 5). The histogram tool enables a user to efficiently

particles dispersed in aluminum. By using routine image

select a subset of particles based on certain characteristics

processing steps, including greyscale thresholding and

and perform analysis on the chosen group.

Absorption Contrast

Phase Contrast

XY Slice

Aluminum
Silicon

FSP zone
Voids
100 µm

YZ Slice

Silicon
Aluminum

Voids

Figure 4: Cross-sectional slices from the reconstructed data acquired from the Al-30Si sample show significant difference in contrast between the absorption
and phase contrast datasets. The dashed line indicates the interface region. The unique advantage of using phase contrast is exemplified by minute silicon
particles in the modified region (right side of the interface) which have very low contrast in the absorption contrast mode. Image on the right is a 3D multiplanar view representation showing the location of XY and YZ slices in the 3D volume. A few particles that remain unmodified are also seen on the far right
sides of the images.
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3D visualization of
phase contrast data

a)

3D visualization
of voids

b)

3D visualization of
quantified particle data
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Total grains = 1,281
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Figure 5: Results of the 3D quantitative data analysis of the phase contrast data from the Al-30Si sample. a) 3D visualization of phase contrast data
b) Surface rendering of segmented voids. (c) Voids seen in (b) quantified according to enclosed volume. Notice the almost absent voids on the FSP side.
Colors represent the volume in µm3. d) Volume representation of all the silicon particles. e) 3D representation of the volumes of the larger silicon particles.
f) Volume representation of the smaller silicon particles which are distributed uniformly. g & h) particle size distribution in µm3 of the large and small
silicon particles. A cut-off of 5000 µm3 was set to categorize the particles in either the large or small particles.
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Additionally, the integration of the 3D visualization and
quantitative analysis module enable 3D rendering of the

a)

overlaid quantified data. From the 3D rendering and
quantitative data from histograms it can be inferred that
FSP effectively modifies the microstructure in the alloy,
reducing the large silicon pieces to less than 5 µm. The
investigations also suggest that the modified particles
were uniformly distributed in the FSP region with no
detectable agglomerations. Additionally, the void size
and distribution in the base alloy volume can be
quantified prior to modification.
Voids are known to lower the strength and toughness
of a material by heavily contributing to the initiation and
propagation of cracks. The FSP processed zone shows a
drastic reduction of the number and size of the voids,

500 µm

which suggests that the mechanical properties must
be significantly enhanced within the analyzed volume.
Additional mechanical characterization tests need to be
carried out to ascertain this observation and to link the

b)

property enhancement to microstructure modification
through FSP. The datasets contain rich morphological
information which could also aid in qualitatively and
quantitatively assessing the particles in terms of shape
and roughness.
A modality referred to as Laboratory Diffraction Contrast
Tomography (LabDCT) was used to determine the crystallographic orientation of individual silicon particles within
the aluminum matrix. LabDCT works by utilizing the diffraction patterns collected from the sample to determine the
crystallographic orientation. Some initial results from LabDCT
imaging on the Al-30Si sample are presented. Detailed
investigations of these results were reserved for future
studies. The results from LabDCT revealed the crystallographic orientations of larger silicon particles (Figure 6).
The smaller modified particles in the FSP zone were below
the detectability limit of LabDCT, hence were not observed.
The additional information of crystallographic orientations
of the silicon phase, helps in understanding if there is a
preferred orientations or anisotropy of the dispersed

Figure 6: LabDCT results from the Al-30Si sample. a) Raw diffraction
patterns from the sample. b) Reconstructed LabDCT data in the cube
plot representation. The cubes represent silicon grains in the sample;
width represents the size of the grains, and color represents the
crystallographic orientation of the grains. Note the clustering of the
cubes of the left hand side of the sample which is the unprocessed part
of the sample. After sample modification by FSP the silicon grains were
reduced in size (< 5 µm) well below the LabDCT detectability limit.

silicon grains, which could potentially be an important
processing parameters.
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A detailed study to understand the influence of crystal
orientation on the material properties is required since such
a non-destructive approach to gather crystal information
in these materials has never been applied before.
Conclusions
In this work, we have demonstrated the use of nondestructive three dimensional X-ray imaging to investigate
the microstructural modifications obtained by FSP in an
Al-30Si composite. Despite the low differences in the
absorption coefficients of aluminum and silicon, the two
phases were very clearly discerned using the propagation
phase contrast mode. Quantitative analysis of the particle
and voids was performed and resulting data shows the
effectiveness of FSP in modifying the microstructure in
order to improve the mechanical properties of an
aluminum-silicon hypereutectic alloy.
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